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Abstract: This paper formalizes a stochastic model for workflow-supported organizational social 
networks, which is graphically represented by a directed graph with holding probabilities on arcs, 
and which is semantically conveying a quantitative analysis of the collaborative comradeships 
formed through performing workflow-supported activities in an organization. The stochastic model 
is algorithmically discovered from the probabilistic binding relationships between activities and 
performers in a corresponding workflow procedure of the information control net. Through the 
stochastic model, it is eventually possible to analyze the degrees of collaborations as well as the 
progression of the collaborative comradeship dynamics. In conclusion, this paper mathematically 
formulates the stochastic model and describes its implications as an impeccable solution to be used 
in not only discovering human-centered organizational behavioral dynamics but also measuring the 
human-centered fidelities of workflow procedures via model-log comparisons as 
workflow-supported organizational knowledge. 
Keywords: stochastic workflow model; probabilistic activity-to-performer bindings; mod-el-log 
comparisons; workflow fidelity; enterprise social network. 

 
 
1. Introduction 

Organizations have multiple models—some may be 
explicit and formal; others are implicit and informal [1]. 
Some models focus on data processing, some on process 
modeling, some on people and social networks, etc. A 
typical open-ended meta-model for understanding, 
describing, and analyzing workflow procedures is the 
information control net (which is abbreviated as 
ICN.)[11]. Many organizational information systems 
have been modeled using ICNs. The steady evolution of 
the ICN meta-model over the years has made available 
many augmentations (e.g. colored ICNs [11]) and many 
perspectives (e.g. actor-oriented perspective [6]). The 
ICN consists of perspectives [11] that include the process, 
the informational, and the resource (invoked-applications, 
roles, and performers) perspectives. 
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Members of the ICN family of models have been used 
for modeling in numerous of these domains. In this paper, 
we focus upon the comradeship dynamics between 
co-workers in a workflow-supported organization, in 
particular. An organization used to have multiple 
historical information repositories. For example, some 
may be transaction logs, communication records, runtime 
performer binding audit trails, etc. We are especially 
interested in the logs (audit trail) of runtime performer 
bindings in enacting organizational workflow procedures. 
By analyzing the relative frequency of each performer’s 
runtime bindings in such a log, we are able to discover 
the evolution of a collaborative comradeship 
(work-sharing and work-transferring) network among 
workflow-supported co-workers in some time points at 
intervals of a certain time-period. Such a collaborative 
comradeship network is formally represented by a 
workflow-supported organizational social network 
model[19], and its evolutionary process (network 
dynamics [12]) can be statistically formulated by a 
stochastic workflow-supported organizational social 
network model proposed in this paper. 
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2. A Stochastic Workflow Performer- 
Based Model  
In this section, we start from introducing the basic 

concept and definition of workflow-supported 
organizational social network model [14] that can be 
discovered from an information control net of work-flow 
procedure. Basically, the origin of the 
work-flow-supported social network model is the 
actor-oriented workflow model [6], and its rationale is on 
where it represents the collaborative behaviors of 
acquiring activities among actors in a workflow 
procedure. Those workflow-supported organizational 
behaviors form a special type of organizational social 
networks reflecting collaborative comradeships among 
the workflow-performers. Each of the collaborative 
comradeships is graphically represented by a set of 
incoming and out- going directed arcs labeled with 
activities. In consequence, it is possible to shape a 
performer-based network by analyzing the flow of 
controls among activities and a set of 
activity-to-performer bindings in an information control 
net, and the performer-based network becomes a 
theoretical basis of the workflow-supported 
organizational social network model. 

In the previous section, we have formally described 
the probabilistic activity-to-performer bindings as an 
extension of the information control net. It is possible to 
define a stochastic performer-based model from an 
extended information control net, and it is named as a 
stochastic workflow-supported organizational social 
network model that is the main contribution of this paper. 
The following are the details of the formal representation 
of the stochastic performer-based model: 
• A stochastic workflow-supported organizational 

social network model is represented by a directed 
multi-graph where each workflow-performer node 
has a unique ID number and a (not necessarily 
unique) name; each arrow (directed arc or edge) 
including multiple and loop edges between the 
performers is defined as an ordered pair, <pa, pb>, 
and the ordered pair has a label with a probability (in 
the (0,1] range) and a single acquiring activity, α, of 
the head, pb, of the arrow, which is denoted by 
[pr<pa, pb>, α], where pr<pa, pb> = pr<α, pb>. 

• Directed arcs connect performer-nodes to 
performer-nodes, and semantically denote 
collaborative comradeships. The probabilistic 
activity-to-performer bindings are only applied to 

the manual activity type out of the 7 node types 
defined in the information control net; therefore, the 
vertices in a stochastic performer-based model are 
representing the performers assigned to only the 
manual activities in a corresponding information 
control net. 

• P is a set of workflow-performers, and A is a set of 
manual activities. |A| and |P| are the numbers of 
manual activities and performers, respectively, that 
are involved in a specific workflow procedure. 

• Multiple directed arcs that are two or more edges 
that connect the same two vertices, pa and pb, have 
different labels of {[pr1<pa, pb>, α1], [pr2<pa, pb>, 
α2], . . . , [prm<pa,pb>,αm], 2 ≤ i ≤ m, α1 ̸= α2 ̸= ··· = ̸ 
αm, and m ≤ |A|}, respectively. 

• Every node, pa ∈ P, has in-degree, din, of k, and 
out-degree, dout of s: din(pa) = k ∧ 1 ≤ k ≤ |P| ∧ 
dout(pa) = s ∧ 1 ≤ s ≤ |P| 

 

 

Figure 1. A Stochastic Workflow-Supported 
Organizational Social Network from the Extended 

Library Book Acquisition Workflow 

Due to the page limitation, we won’t provide the 
details of how to discover it from the extended 
information control net with probabilistic 
activity-to-performer bindings. We can simply give a 
graphical representation of the stochastic 
performer-based model through Figure 1 that is 
illustrating a stochastic workflow-supported 
organizational social network spawned from the extended 
information control net with stochastic 
activity-to-performer bindings of the library book 
acquisition workflow [10][13]. The extended information 
control net has the many-to-many cardinality in the 
mappings of activities and performers, and so there may 
be multiple arcs connecting the same two performers 
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with labeling their acquiring activities and probabilities. 
The probability labels on every arc in Fig. 1 come out of 
the notation, [pr<pa, pb>, α>]. For instance, [pr<p1, 
p5>,U] = [0.25, U], [pr<p1, p6>,U] = [0.25, U], [pr<p1, 
p7>,U]=[0.15, U], [pr<p1, p8>,U] = [0.35, U]. 
 
3. Conclusion 

This paper has aimed to deliver a solid mathematical 
presentation of a new and novel concept, which is the 
stochastic workflow-supported organizational social 
network model. That is, we extended the classic 
Information Control Net so as to support the theory of 
probability in binding activities and performers, and 
proposed the stochastic performer-based model that 
reflects the performers’ collaborative behaviors in a 
workflow- supported organization. This proposed 
stochastic model gives us an effective means not only to 
represent a valuable workflow-supported collaborative 
comradeship network, but also to analyze the progression 
of the collaborative comradeship network dynamics. 

Additionally, it is important to emphasize that we 
didn’t differentiate the single-performer binding activity 
type from the group-performer binding activity (real-time 
groupware activity) type that implies that a group of 
performers is simultaneously assigned to cooperatively 
perform a single manual activity; almost all current 
available workflow models do not support such a 
real-time groupware activity type. Therefore, as a future 
work, we need to cope with the concept of 
group-performer bindings in formalizing the proposed 
concept. 
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